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Abstract

There are many ways to use cxpel’t systems for teaching
problem solving. The use of existing knowledge bases can
help to reduce the cost of building new systems. We
introduce an approach to use knowledge bases for
classification problems as a domain model for intelligent
tutoring systems. Most of the -"’"exastmg tutoring systems,
that are really used in practice, are based on hypertext
techniques with predefined links, that makes it hard to
change or expand the presented knowledge or even to
chance the whole domain. Expert system techniques allow
to formulate different knowledge bases fox" classification
problems very comfortable, llere we focus on the didactic
elements of case based tutoring systems generated from
existing knowledge bases. The biggest advantage of these
systems is the possibility to add new cases in a very short
time without changing the systems itself or the knowledge
base.

Introduction

Computer based training provides special possibilities for
the presentation of learning objectives by using the new
media opportunities and so support their graphic
presentation. With the varied techniques can for exmnple
the success oriented learner be molivated v,,ilh immediale
feedback while the more cautious learuer can reduce his
fear througll the anonymity of the medium and so develop
some skills doing experiments with the system.

Many progr,’uns try to develop flexible reference books
with hypermedia techniques, while other progr~uns ,are
used exclusive to assess the student by practice possible
questions and answers. Case oriented mtining systems ,are
developed to help the student use their already existing
knowledge on new typical or unusual problem situalions
mid so get more sell confidence in problem solving.

Intelligent Tutoring Systems

Intelligent tutoring systems ,are based on the idea that
having a decl~Lrative knowledge representation helps
understanding the actions of the student better. So, the
student can order exmninations or suggest diagnoses that
a.re totally, senseless from the view of a lem’ning system
author. So these actions would not be possible in systems
with static links while the student can learn a lot from
selecting these actions.

A base h~r these dyn~unic linked systems have to provide
at least basic knowledge about the underlying problem
solving method itself, what shows cle,’u’ly the relation to
expert systems. An ideal intelligent tutoring system has
four components (Wenger87, Puppe92):

¯ dolnain model (knowledge about the domain to be
reached)

¯ student model (knowledge about the le,’uner)

¯ didactic component (different didactic methods)

¯ dialog component (interaction level with the
learner)

By a closer look at these components, we see that at least
the domain model can be supported when not even
replaced by a knowledge base of an expert system.
Additional the inference machine of the expert system can
be used to assess the student’s actions and so find its place
in the didactic component. By this view expert systems
,,only" have to be expanded with a tutorial environment
to provide the skeleton of an intelligent tutoring system.

The Iirst of these systems was GUIDON, a system based
on the expert system MYCIN (Clancey93). But also the
simulation based system of (Woolf 95) must be count 
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this ,area. Ill (Jacobsen and Smith 91), (Lippert 90) 
(Thomberg,, Baer, Ferrara, and Allohopuse 90) some
approaches ,are described how to use exisling expert
systems in lea.ruing euvironments. The last mentioned
systems were used as an addilion Io the conventional
classes in school, but never were used wilhoul the
advising ,,human" leacher.
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Fig.I: Architecture of the Trainer integraled in the D3
architecture. The Trainer is a component of D3 thal works
only with the student hut uses the slttlic knowledge from
the knowledge and the case base and the dynamic
knowledge of the problem solver and lhe explanation tool
The knowledge and the case based is authored by the
domain expert totally graphic with the help of tit1
acquisition .?ystem oJTd multiple dialogs in D3.

In the following, we want to describe the approach thai a
tutoring system present problem situations willloul human
advise or expla,mlion, so that Ihe student can practice
problem solving, supporled and assessed by the system.
The expcrl system toolbox 11)3 [Puppc96] has such 
tutorial component, called tile Trainer, that can criticize
the student’s problem solving aclicms based on Ihe rules of
the knov,,ledge base. The basic ~chiteclure with the
colnbination to the expert system loolb(}x is showxl in
figure 1.
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Fig. 2: Case presentation of the guided mode.

Tile Trainer ([Puppe&Reinh,’u’d195], [Reinha.rdt96]) works
case oriented with the student, what means the system
presents a case (for exmnple in medical domains 
patient), the student has to classify. In the easiest level,
the guided mode (see figure 2), the student gets the case
dala in special groups (like history, examinations,
laboratory tests, technical tests in medical domains). The
student now has to slale some suggested diagnoses after
the presentation of a new group by selecting one or more
diagnoses from a dymunic hierarchy of all possible
diagnoses.
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Fig, 3: Assesvment q[ the selected diagnoses.

The system assesses this selection based on the diagnoses
the expert systems has derived (see figure 3). At this level
the student learns how to conclude a diagnosis from given
data.

In the other level, the free mode, only the basic case data
is presented to the student and she has to select the next
tests to be done in the case (see figure 4). The selection 
the new data can also be assessed by the system in
comp~Fison v,,illl the tests the expert system would do
next. At the end of a case the guided test or at any time at
the free lest Ihe student can justify her chosen diagnosis
by selecting observations (case data) that point to the
diagnosis. This action can also be assessed on base of the
rules of the expert system.
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i?llegraled it? the case pre.vet7lalion.

The third task for chlssificalion problem solving after
conclusion of diagnoses and selection of nov,, data is the
recognition of raw (visual) case dala (for an cxmnple 
figure 5). A hypcrlcxt document showing the raw data of
the case supports this student action. There must be a link
from the docmnent to the knowledge base and the case to
make an assesslnent of the r¢cogrfilion possible. The
student enters the recognized data in the normal case
presentation and the derived diagnoses are based on these
unsure data as wcll.

(: Close ~ F

Fig. 5: Part of a hYl~erlexl docmnenl to visnali,,e some
observalions lhal .vhouM be recognized by II/e stndenl. The
formalized data shonM he entered in Ihe case
presentation.

Didactic Aspects

In a case oriented training system it is very imporlant how
realistic the case, for example the paticnt in inedical
domains, can be presentcd to the sludent and llow realislic

the intcraclions are. The constraints can be divided in
three lnajor groups:

¯ constraints of the medium (how many human senses
are reached)

¯ level of detail (how detailed is the case presented)
¯ interaclion (how can the student interact with the

system and how does it react to the student)

A specific tu(orial lhctor is the way, motivation and the
scope ol’ the feedback the syslems gives to the student
actions. Finally the total wnount of time for a le~fing
sessitm ]nusl be considered.

Case presentation

Since it is not possible to simulate a case in lull detail in
the Inoment (for every domain) the presentation of the
case focus on diagnoslic relevant aspects and is so a
serious silnplification in comparison to the re,’fl situation.
Nevertheless there are solne differences in the level of
detail thai cm~ be considercd.

In the training system of D3 the base if the case
presentalion is a hierarchical and standardized case
description thai is generated directly from the knowledge
base. This is a simplification in two major ways: In the
real situation the observations ~e rarely in a standard
fonn and usually not presented all at once.

One way to oct more of the realistic situation can be,D

reached by the hypertext document, where the obser,,,ation
are presented in non-slandard, mostly visual form. The
student has to recognize theln and transR)rm them into the
standard lbnn in the hierarchy.

An approximation to the sequential nature of re~d data is
lhe stepwise presentation of the case data or the force to
ask lbr new data by the student.

Interaction

As in [he case presentation the interaction possibilities ,are
constrained to the diagnostic relevant aspects. So
important capabilities like elnotionally open to a patient,
the ,art of comlnmfication or the manual ability of t,~e off
blood cannot be caught in a computer based system. The
relevant diagnostic actions in this case ,are the indication
of new data and the statement of diagnostic hypotheses. In
both cases the selection should not be restricted by
multiple choice alternalives, v,,hile the problem of natural
language processing should not be ignored also. So the
selection of diagnoses or new data also happens in a
hierarchy of all knov,,n alternatives. The consequences of
the student actions are also presented to her in a standard
fonn. When she ordered new tests the data is integrated in
the existing cw~e presentation.
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Feedback

There are three forms of fccdback to student actions
provided:

¯ symptom recognition: The transfer of observation from
give pictures or text in tile slaudard form of the
hierm’chy.

¯ data indicatioa: The order of new data and their
j ustificatiou.

¯ symptom interpretation: The statement of diagnostic
hypoOmses and their justil,icalicm.

Since tile feedback and the assessment of those major
tasks in different situations are very v~triable it is not
possible to ,,can" these feedback its static text. The
feedback has to be geueraled from tile assessment in
comparison to tile knov,,ledge base. Tile important and
difficult pat is here to recognize convenient alternatives
to tile system solution and assess these situation very
positive, llence this is dependent on the knowledge base a
generated system can never guarantee lbr totally correct
feedback.
A dill,icull problezn is also how 1¢7 enable tile sludent to
justify her decisions. A .justificalicms its a exact replication
of the system relations is iu general not very useful,
because tile siune correlalion can be formulated in many
different ways. That is why an abstraction has to be
carried out. The biggest abstraction lot the justificaticm of
a hypothesis is the restriction to the seleclion of some
observations from the ease prescnlation, thai point to the
hypothesis. This corresponds directly to the causal set-
covering diagnostic while in the heuristic diagnostic these
relations have to be extracted from the mostly (at least in
our knovdcdge bases) umrc complex rule structures. The
big difficulty here is that mainly symplom combinations
,are used ill tile rules, somelifnes united and renamed in
syndromes or symptom interpretations. The problem is
that these nmnes camml bc presupposed.

Discussion

Looking at tile three major points case presentation,
interaction and feedback it is obvious that there will never
be an optimal solution regarding all points in a gcnerated
system. It is lnore realistic to offer different compromises
that can be found in tile settings. These compromises are
influenced by the basic criteria time, level of reality,
demand of knowledge and specificity of the case.
Regarding this a case presentation thai is close to reality
needs a lot more time and may be unnccess;try lor the
demand of knowledge of tile sludeul.

Case presentation

The Trainer offers many possibilities m vltry the case
presentation that can be set by the sludent or the expert
who developed the knowledge base to find an optimal
compromise lbr the special learning situation. So the case

data can be presented in groups (like history, physical
exmrfinatiou, laboratory and technical exiuninations). This
separation helps the student to save time and teaches tile
reasonable sequence of exmninalions in general, but lacks
on reality. More realistic but also more time intense and
more difficult is the setting, that the student only gets the
basic data and has to order every additionally test by
herself. The Trainer imegrates the new data in the existing
case presentaticm and the results are shown in the
hierarchy. This option is more realistic than the first
solution hut still cannot simulate tile real situation totally
(like the interview with a real patient in medical
domains). Another possibility is to show the reachable
facts in the hierarchy but not show the answers to them
unless the student really clicks on them to ,,ask" for the
answer. This last option is the most realistic one the
Trainer offers but also needs the most time to get through
file case.
Another simplification h}r the student is the possibility to
filter normal and abnormal data. The case presentation
than only shows the abnormal lacts so she can focus on
the relevant ones. Of course there is also a trade off
between level of reality, mnount of time and demand of
knowledge.
The integration of the already mentioned diagnostic
middle level like symptom interpretatkm in dm case
presentation as an alternative to the pure symptom
presentation of the moment could be anodaer convenient
option. But in the moment this possibility is not included
ill the Trainer version.
Last there is the documentation with hypermedia to
mentioned, ’,,,,here the case can be presented very realistic
with additional text elements, pictures, animation and
sound.

Interaction
The interaction in the Trainer is always based on the
seleclion from a hierarchy of diagnoses or ex,’uninations
and tests. These hierarchies are dynarnic extended, when
the student clicks on one level what guarantees the charity
of the given facts. This is a very important point because
in normal knowledge bases there ,are up to 3oo diagnoses
in average, so to show all diagnoses from the beginning
would require too much from the student. So the facts are
always ordered in groups and the student can navigate
through the hierarchy with the helps of the dynamic nodes
(figure 6).

Since it is not guaranteed that all ex,’uninations were done
in the case wl|at sometimes leads to the message for the
student that this test could not be integrated ill the case
presenlatkm. Here one could think of generating normal
test results to provide the stodeut with a complete case
description.
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,,suggested" or ,, confirmed".

Feedback

The possibilily to divide diagnoses in differenl assessment
classes allows the expert to focus on special diagnoses of
the case even when olher n()l so inleresdng diagnoses are
also in tile e~Lse (figure 7).

-D~--:-=-c-: :-- - diagnoses 7

I degenerative joint di.~eases v I
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Fig. 7: Unhnporlant diagnoses are shown m Hw smden! i[
she ask./br it, /mr a case can be lota//y examhu~d b), Hw
student wiHtout recognizh~g nm/fip/e diagnoses i[ Hwy are
tulin~l]Orla~It.

On the other hand this focus on relevant diagnoses has ils
drawbacks. It could be lhal during a case the sludent never
sees all diagnoses and so Ioc~se Ihe sensibilily lk)r mulliple
diagnoses. Recommendable would be a devaluation of the
unimportant diagnoses and a revaluation of tile relevant
diagnoses, so thai the student gets posilive feedback if she
found the relevant ones bul also tile syslem points to the
not so imp¢)rta]lt ones.

For the justification (}I" hypotheses in tile moment only
symptoms or confirmed diagnoses can be used, while it
was desirable I(} integrate symptom abstractions and
syndromes. For the justification of new exmninations
suspected diagn()ses are used Ihal could be confirmed with
these tesls, tlere a more detailed lechnique would increase
the jusfificati(m abilily enormous.

Tile explanalion to) tile assessment are righl nov,, generated
very detailed and good oul of Ihe knowledge base btll the
possibilily to provide additional informal knowledge can
lead to a deeper underslanding of Ihe field.

A choice between Ihe immediate feedback flint is
implemented in the moment and a more delayed feedback
could help Ihe unsure learner Io get more motivated for
experimented based le,mnng.

To add costs for tesl and examinations and resulting from
that a final ,,bill" for the case would lead to a responsible
usage in the real life situation. These calculations have to
take into regard the l]nancial cost as well as the cost like
radiation exposure for a patienl.

Conclusion and future

There are difl’crent approaches for evaluating a tutorial
system Ihat base on existing methods in evaluation of
general systems. A survey can be found in (Legree, Gillis
and Orey 93) and (Mark and Greet 93).

Coming from the four basic components in a tutoring
system that should ha.nnonize with each other, different
start points must be considered. In all this discussion one
should never forget that the student never le,’u’ns only from
one source but the combination of the whole learning
environmenl and file differenl meclia leads to the success.

Domain model

Through the graphical knowledge acquisition (Gappa 95)
the Trainer has a comforlable aulhoring system for the
diagnoslic rules. The new integrated hypermedia
document can be linked together and combined with the
elements (symptoms, diagnoses and cases) of the
knowled,,e= base completely graphical so that no
knowledge engineer is needed for that ,also.

In the training system there are complex heuristic rules
used that the system mmsfers into simple symptom
diagnoses relations for assessment and explanations. An
exmnple of such a rule is shown in figure 8.

For the student the fl)llowing presenlation would be
extraeled (in dependence to the actual case) like:

Symptoms thai point Io Sioegren-Svndrome:

dryness-in-file-mouth = not very strong
immunolgy = SS-A-B positive
inner-organs = Parotis
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Fig.8: Complex rule in the rheumatology knowled,.e base.
The deelmess of such rules is not restricted and the
synq)toms can be combined with and- nodes, Or-nodes or
n-of-m-nodes. The n-of-m-node means lhat n of the m
given s)’nq~loms have to be lrlte.

This simplification is chosen because tile real rules ~u’e
often too complcx to teach Io tile sludenls directly. Tile
transformed and reduced rule is easier to undersland for
the student in the problem solving situation.

Student model

The discussed transformation of tile rules makes it also
h,’u’d to model tile knowledge level of tile student. A
student model in general should answer the following
questions :

¯ What has the student already done? (history)
¯ What does she know? (passive knowledge)
¯ What can she do? (aclive knowledge)
¯ What kind of person is she? (personality)

While in the Trainer a history is integrated and also a kind
of personality can be represented in the settings, the
modeling of the sludent’s knov¢ledge is not considered in
,’my way.

In the future an overlay model of tile knowledge base in
combination with a texl bt)ok like presenlation will be
implemented, that will be used for tile selection of new
cases and a more individual l’cedback thai point to former
solved caxes.

Didactic component

The Trainer offers different didactic concepts and
decisions that can be set by the system user or by the
expert who developed the knowledge base. The most
important didactic principles were discussed in the last
section and are related lo the compromise between level
of reality, amount of time and demand of k,]mvledge.

Altogether there are multiple didactic methods that can be
combined by the expcrl or the student. The integration of
these methods was done in close cooperation with several
domain experts. This cooperation helps to inlegrate the
system to tile re:d learning environment.

User Interface

The best way for evaluation of user interfaces ,are pilot
testing and experimental application. The design of the
Trainer user inlerface was developed in close cooperation
with the domain experts (Schewe, Quak, Reinhardt, and
Puppe 96). During the whole development phase the
system was tested by user from different groups (students,
doctors in different stages of education). This leads to 
practice oriented inlerface thai is adapted to the real needs
withtmt loosing the shell ch:u’acter.

The first success of the generated training systems comes
with the improved user interface in comparison to the first
system of D3 TUDIS (Poeck and Tins 93). First of all the
dynmnic hierarchies made it possible for the students to
handle the huge mnount of symptoms. In TUDIS the
symptoms were in a scrollable window where the students
Iolally lost the overall view and so their motivation.

Another imporlant impmvemem was the organization of
the assessment in feedback categories instead of detailed
points. The categories were characterized through
pictures what makes it easy for the student to classify
themselves.

Survey

The system generated with the Trainer that ,are in practice
right now showed that they are reasonable additions to
conventional teaching environments. So there are systems
connected to university classes (rheumatology, flower
classification) and systems connected to a text book
(neurology). The biggest advantage is the high flexibility
regarding to changes of knowledge and case base. So in
the rheumalolagy class the students can exmnine the
,,s,’une" patient the saw the first day in real the next day as
a Tnfiner GBe.

Some problems raise from the generated user interface
that cannot be totally adjusted to a special domain. There
are training systems not only in medical domains but also
in flower classification (Reil]h,’udt 96) or technical
domains like error diagnostic (Puppe, Seidel and Daniel
95). Since there is a different terminology in every
domain there cannot be a prelect terminology in the
Trainer. There will be a new concept where the expert can
adjust some key words to get closer to the specific
terminology.

With tile mentioned approaches to improve the Trainer
most of the problems can be solved or at least reduced.
The next huge development will be the combination with
an electronic lext book and the coupling with different
problem solving processes.
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